Capital Markets Overview - Equity
Press

after each command to run the function

* Denotes a single-security function
** Denotes a multiple-security function

News
TOP
NSE
NRR
READ
MNI
TOP DEAL

Market Monitors
Display top BLOOMBERG NEWS®
Perform news searches
Display news rankings
Display Bloomberg's most popular news
Display most read news stories by topic
Find top deal news

Equity and M&A
MA
CACT
LEAG
WECO
FOMC
NIM
ECDR
EVTS
EA

Industry
IBQ
IMOV
EMI
RSE
*GRR
*MRR
*IRR

Display global M&A transactions
Company
Corporate action calendar
Research underwriters and legal advisers *DES
to securities deals
*BQ
Access a world economic calendar menu *RELS
Find FOMC announcements
*ISSD
Monitor new bond and equity offerings
*GPO
Monitor IPO and secondary equity offerings
*FA
Corporate events calendar
*EE
Display current earnings season results
EM
Analysis
*ANR
*CN
Market summary by industry
Monitor equity index/industry group movers PHDC
*PGEO
Find global equity market indicators
*PV
Research search engine
Analyze/rank index industry group returns *MGMT
*HDS
10 best and worst equities in a portfolio
Historical index ranked returns reports

Peer Group Analysis
*RV
G
HMSM
**COMP
SRCM
**HS

WEI
WEIS
WEIF
MOST
MOSO
FXC
BLP

Perform customized peer group analysis
Access multiple security relative charts
Chart price/yield movements
Compare multiple security returns
Access a menu of search functions
Graph historical price spread and ratio

Monitor world equity indices
Analyze returns for global equity indices
Monitor world equity index futures
Monitor most active stocks by volume
Analyze the day's most active options
Monitor spot or forward exchange rates
Build an interactive workstation by using
BLOOMBERG LUNCHPAD®

Analysis
Display fundamental and financial data
Composite overview of key price/trade data
Display all related securities
Analyze issuer's financials operations
Graph historical prices and moving
averages
Standardized fundamental analysis
View the earnings estimates menu
Reported data and future estimates
Display equity analyst's recommendations
Display company news and research
Customizable equity search on holdings
Product/brand/geographic segmentation
Compare stock to its peers
Top ranking executives
Search for institutional and insider holders

Recapitalization
*CACS
*GPCA
*WACC
*CF
*DDIS
NI FILINGS

Search for corporate actions
Graph historical corporate actions
Analyze weighted average cost of capital
Company filings
Display a company's debt maturity profile
Find company filings news

Ratings Information
CRPR
AZS
RATC
RATD

Current/historical fixed-income ratings
Generate bankruptcy probability models
Search for credit ratings changes
Access ratings scales and definitions

